CRITICAL TRAINING GROUP LLC

Reality pistol 4 –
Counter vehicle ambush tactics
Unfortunately ambush style attacks against law enforcement and civilians alike are not
uncommon in our society. This course understands the fact that many in the civilian and
law enforcement field have not had the proper training in recognizing and dealing with
ambush situations while in their vehicles. Our course will instruct the student in the most
realistic escape and evasion tactics, force of force scenarios, and live fire counter ambush
strategies. Students will come away with a solid set of skills and a clear understanding of
how to recognize, escape, evade, and fight out of an ambush while in, or around their
patrol vehicle. The course will cover the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Observe and recognize the different types of ambushes
Advanced firing positions
Applying critical strategies and tactics to successfully prevail in an ambush
Learn and apply tactics in escaping and evading out of an ambush while sitting in the
vehicle
5. Learn and apply live fire tactics while under stress while inside and outside of the
vehicles
6. Learn and apply critical tactics while using the vehicle as cover
7. Scanning and moving to cover
8. Learn and apply multiple firing points around the vehicle
9. Advanced strategies and tactics in the deployment of the pistol in and out of the
vehicle
10. High stress force on force scenarios (where available)
Equipment list: (Mandatory)
1. Pistol w/2-3 magazines
2. 500 rounds practice ammo
3. Holster and mag pouch if available
4. Red/Blue pistol or chamber flag
5. SIMS pistol w/100 SIMS marking cartridges (if available)
6. Eye and hearing protection
7. Screen and bug spray
8. Weather appropriate clothing
9. Brimmed hat
10. Hydration
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